
Lesson 28: Euler-Maclaurin Series and Fourier 
Series

restart; 

Sum of a slowly convergent series

The Euler-Maclaurin formula says that an anti-difference  for the function , i.e. a function 
such that , is given by

where the remainder  depends on : if  for , then 
 as .  The right side can be computed by Maple using the eulermac 

command.
.

We applied this to approximating the tail of a convergent series:  is an 

antidifference of .  When  and its derivatives go to 0 as , we get the asymptotic 
formula

.  

I tried this first with  : 

f1:= x -> 1/(x*(x+1));

Typically, successive terms of the Euler-Maclaurin series (after the first few) have opposite signs, 
and the actual tail T(x) is between the Euler-Maclaurin sums for  and . 
To get the best possible approximation for our sum (with a fixed x) using Euler-Maclaurin series, 
we take more and more terms until the values stop getting closer together.  E.g. for :

Digits:= 17:

L:= evalf(eval([seq([2*n,eulermac(f1(t),t=x..infinity,2*n)],

n=1..20)],{x=2,O=0}));



(1.1)(1.1)

[seq([L[j,1],L[j,2]-L[j-1,2]],j=2..20)];

min(map(t -> abs(t[2]), %));
0.00000506884009099

The smallest absolute difference is j=7, corresponding to L[6] and L[7]
L[6],L[7];

That is,  should be between  (obtained from eulermac(f1(t),t=

x..infinity,12)) and 0.50000271123809829 (obtained from
eulermac(f1(t),t=x..infinity,14)).

sum(1/(j*(j+1)),j=2..infinity);
1
2

Or if we want to approximate the sum of a series within a given error tolerance , we could try some 
particular  and find  such that the difference between eulermac(f(t), t = x .. infinity, 2*n) and
eulermac(f(t), t = x .. infinity, 2*n-2) is less than  in absolute value, and use the average of those
two eulermac values as the approximation for the sum from  to .  Let's try it for our series 

 from Lesson 23, with  and ,  .

f2:= t -> 1/(t^2 + ln(t));

The difference between the two eulermac values will be
Delta := bernoulli(10)*(D@@(9))(f2)(x)/10!;



Not very pleasant, but what is it approximately?
asympt(Delta,x);



(1.2)(1.2)

Can I get that more precisely?  It takes a few tries to get the order large enough...
asympt(Delta,x,22);

OK so to have  we'd need ...

fsolve(5/(66*x^11)=2*10^(-10),x);
6.0235731458940665

6 is not quite good enough, so try .
evalf(eval(Delta,x=7));

So here are our Euler-Maclaurin values for the tails.
eval(eulermac(f2(t), t = x .. infinity, 10),{x=7, O=0}); 

The integral has to be done numerically, but that's no problem for Maple.
E10:= evalf(%);

E8:= evalf(eval(eulermac(f2(t), t = x .. infinity, 8),{x=7, 

O=0}));

So our estimate for  is 

Tapprox:= evalf((E10+E8)/2);

and our approximation for  is

evalf(Tapprox + add(f2(j),j=1..6));
1.5846207083928498

Compare to Maple's answer:
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(2.2)(2.2)

(2.3)(2.3)

(2.7)(2.7)

(2.1)(2.1)

(2.6)(2.6)

(2.5)(2.5)

evalf(Sum(1/(j^2+ln(j)),j=1..infinity)) - % ;

Consider: we started by saying we'd need 10 billion terms of the series to have a partial sum accurate 
to within .    Then by estimating the tail using integrals we used 70711 terms.  The 
improvement on this using the Midpoint Rule used 224 terms.  And now with Euler-Maclaurin we 
just used 6 terms.  Impressive, no?

A slowly divergent series
Our second application of Euler-Maclaurin will be to a slowly divergent series:

S:= N -> sum(1/n, n=1..N);

What does Euler-Maclaurin say this partial sum is asymptotic to?
R:= eulermac(1/n,n=1..N,10);

S1:= unapply(eval(%,O=0),N) assuming N >= 1;

Check it out for .

evalf([S1(5), S(5)]);

%[1]-%[2];

There's a little bit of "magic" here.  Euler-Maclaurin is supposed to have an arbitrary constant.  How
does Maple choose that the constant term 

?gamma

For less famous series, eulermac might not give us the constant.  Let's try:
S := N -> sum(j/(j^2+1), j=1..N);

R8 := eulermac(j/(j^2+1),j=1..N,8);
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(2.9)(2.9)

(2.10)(2.10)

(2.8)(2.8)

This one has O(1) to indicate the constant term. 
eval(R8,{O=0});

S8:= unapply(%, N);

So S8 should have the property that S8(N) - S(N) goes to a constant as N -> infinity, but we don't 
know the value of the constant.  The next term of the Euler-Maclaurin series would be

eval(eulermac(j/(j^2+1),j=1..N,10) - eulermac(j/(j^2+1),j=1..

N,8),O=0);
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I must admit I'm puzzled by that constant .  It's apparently using a different arbitrary 

constant.  Anyway, if we take that out:
D8:= % + 691/32760;

D8-bernoulli(10)*diff(N/(N^2+1), N$9)/10!;
0

evalf(eval(D8,N=10));

So if we compare S8 and the actual partial sum S at N = 10, we should get a good value for the 
constant.

C:= evalf(S(10)-S8(10));

Thus a good approximation for S(N) when  is large should be .
For example, what's the first N for which ?

fsolve(C+S8(N)=13,N=1..infinity);

Apparently it should be 486334.  
evalf(S(486334));

evalf(S(486333));

These imaginary parts (even though 0) are rather suspicious.  It turns out that Maple has a formula 
for the sum, involving complex quantities.

S(N);

We could try actually adding the numbers (using evalhf to make it faster).

evalhf(add(j/(j^2+1),j=1..486333));
12.9999995609168568

evalhf(add(j/(j^2+1),j=1..486334));
13.0000016171169168
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Fourier Series
A Fourier series is a quite different type of series.  Instead of a series in powers of the variable x, it is
a series in trigonometric functions of x.
Let f  be a periodic function of one variable, i.e. there is some T (the period) such that 

 for all .  For convenience, I'll suppose the period is .   Examples of functions 
with a period of   are  and  for integers .  Those are the basic building blocks of 
the Fourier series.  We sometimes consider functions f  that are initially defined on just one interval 
of length  , say , and then extend them to all other real numbers using the periodicity.  For
example,

f:= t -> t^2;

This is not periodic.  We want to make it periodic.  So e.g. for    we should take 
 , and for   -  we should take    The following 

"sawtooth" function helps.  It takes any x to the number in the interval  that differs from it 
by a multiple of .

saw:= x -> x - 2*Pi*floor(x/(2*Pi));

plot(saw(x),x=-10..10, discont=true);
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The periodic version of f is then .
fper:= f @ saw;

plot(fper(x), x=-10 .. 10, discont=true);
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The Fourier series of f is  where 

 and .

The theoretical result is that for a "nice" function f this Fourier series converges to the periodic 
version fper(x) for every x where fper is continuous,while at points where fper has a jump 
discontinuity with limits from the left and right, it converges to the average of those limits.  In this 
case, "nice" means piecewise continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable. 
Let's try it with our .  Maple should be able to do these integrals.

a := unapply( 1/Pi * int(f(t)*cos(k*t),t=0..2*Pi),k);

Oops, better tell Maple that  is an integer.
a := unapply( 1/Pi * int(f(t)*cos(k*t),t=0..2*Pi),k) assuming

k::integer;
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Hmm.  What about ?
a(0);

Error, (in a) numeric exception: division by zero

This points out a common difficulty with Maple: the "specialization problem".  Maple will often 
produce results that are valid for "generic" values of some parameter, but don't work for some 
specific values.  Thus Maple will happily divide something by a variable, without worrying that you 
might want to take that variable to be 0.  It might be very annoying if Maple did always worry about
that, and maybe ask you whether the variable could be 0.  But you do sometimes encounter those 
special cases, and this is an example.  You have to treat them specially.

a(0):= 1/Pi * int(f(t)*cos(0*t),t=0..2*Pi);

This actually defines an entry in what's called a "remember table" for the function .  If you now ask
for , instead of using the normal definition Maple will remember the value in this table, and use
it.

a(k), a(3), a(0);

b:= unapply( 1/Pi * int(f(t)*sin(k*t),t=0..2*Pi),k) assuming 

k::integer;

No problem here, since we don't use . 
Fseries:= a(0)/2 + Sum(a(k)*cos(k*x)+b(k)*sin(k*x),k=1..

infinity);

Maple can actually do this sum in "closed form", though it doesn't look much like f(x).
value(Fseries);

simplify(% - x^2) assuming x>=0, x<2*Pi;

But we're more interested in the partial sums.

Maple objects introduced in this lesson:
gamma
option remember
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